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flying seeds



tas

kIt is interesting to observe how maple seeds spin when falling to the 

ground, or how dandelion seeds fly away with the wind. Propose a 

problem about the flight of the seeds from a plant of your choice.
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flying seeds
Flying seeds are a type of seed that is dispersed by the wind. Usually 

these are small seeds and seeds with hairs or various pterygoid 

formations, due to which they can be carried by the wind over long 

distances. For example: pine seeds, small dusty orchid seeds, and so on.



Flying seeds come in a variety of designs. Perhaps the most advanced 

aircraft are the seeds equipped with "parachutes" for distribution. Their 

"parachutes" are the hairs of the tuft, located at the top of the ovary. 

Sometimes these hairs are feathery, which further increases their windage.

parachutes



types of parachytes

1- ground clematis; 2 - bull's-foot; 3 - milk-witch gowan; 4 -

mace reed; 5-

sallow; 6 - blooming sally. 



buttercup family
Flying fruits are also found in some plants from the ranunculus and 

rosaceae families. So, for example, after the flowering of beautiful bells of 

sleep-grass, fluffy heads are formed from the fruitlets, hairy "parachutes" 

for seed distribution. The same aircraft, which is an overgrown pestle 

column. With the help of the wind, the seeds of plants, equipped with fluffs, 

also spread.



tree flying seeds
The seeds of many tree species are also dispersed by the wind, only 

their flying devices work like a glider or helicopter. When the seeds 

are equipped with lionfish, it looks like small helicopters are landing.
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Differences in types of tree flying seeds

In common ash, the fruit is a winged nut that flies like a glider.



1 - alate; 2 - makarov; 3 - key; 4 - рассеивающиеся плодя березы повислой; 5-

European spruce
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It has been established, for example, that birch fruits fly off from the plant at a 

distance of up to 1.5 km, maple - 0.9 km. But the wind not only carries the seeds 

through the air, sometimes it also rolls them on the ground. In March - April, the sun 

strongly heats spruce and pine cones, they begin to crack, and winged seeds fall out 

from under their scales. Spinning in the air and flying away from the tree at a certain 

distance, the seeds fall on the snow, already covered at that time with an ice crust -

infusion. And as soon as a gust of wind rushes over it, the seeds, like a buer, will rush 

off to a distance of 8-10 km.

Seed spreading distance



Based on the data from the last slide, I also wanted to look at how the 

seeds of the helicopter will fly. After searching for various information 

about the fall of helicopters and relying on this scheme and the fact that 

at that moment there was no wind, I was sure that it would fall 

approximately in the same place where we released it.

Theory

Also, the purpose of this 

experiment is to compare different 

types of helicopter flying seeds. 

Namely: obyachnoe, withered and 

broken.



Experiment
In this video, a seed was just taken from a tree, and 

we can see that at 240 frames per second, this seed 

fell quite quickly.



Experiment
in this video, a dried seed was 

launched. You can see that it fell to 

the ground much faster than a 

normal seed. This happened due to 

the fact that it is lighter, since it 

contains much less moisture.



Experience 
In this video, a seed with a broken wing 

was launched. The task of this part of the 

experiment was to see if the wing affects 

the fall of the seed, as well as to compare 

its speed with the other two parts of the 

experiment.

It can be seen that this seed falls more slowly 

than the other two, as well as the fact that due to 

a broken wing it does not spin at all.



Solution 
If we come to the conclusion, we can say that the rate of fall 

depends on its mass and the integrity of the seed. the smaller 

the mass, the faster the seed falls. From the wing of the seed 

depends on how it will spin during the fall. So de if the wing is 

sooman, then it will not curl at all.



Links
https://shareslide.ru/detskie-

prezentatsii/prezentatsiya-dlya-2-klassa-semena-i

http://www.myshared.ru/slide/804215/

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A1%D0%B5%D

0%BC%D1%8F

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/seed-

science-research/information

http://www.valleyflora.ru/2-1.html


